Perspective texture synthesis has great significance in many fields like video editing, scene capturing etc., due to its ability to read and control global feature information. In this paper, we present a novel example-based, specifically energy optimization-based algorithm, to synthesize perspective textures. Energy optimization technique is a pixel-based approach, so it's time-consuming. We improve it from two aspects with the purpose of achieving faster synthesis and high quality. Firstly, we change this pixel-based technique by replacing the pixel computation with a little patch. Secondly, we present a novel technique to accelerate searching nearest neighborhoods in energy optimization. Using k-means clustering technique to build a search tree to accelerate the search. Hence, we make use of principal component analysis (PCA) technique to reduce dimensions of input vectors. The high quality results prove that our approach is feasible. Besides, our proposed algorithm needs shorter time relative to other similar methods.
Introduction
Texture synthesis has been a basic problem and of wide importance in computer graphics, image processing, and applications of movie or video games. Texture synthesis method is put forward in order to solve the existing out of shape questions in texture mapping. Its aim is explained in [1] as texture synthesis procedure commences with a sample image and tries to produce a texture which is of the same visual appearance as that of the sample.
Perspective textures are textures with global features, such as geometry of the underlying surface, luminance, perspective viewpoint, object distributions, etc. These features exist due to environmental changes (see Figure 1 ). In this work we propose a novel algorithm for producing perspective texture from an exemplar.
The visual manifestation of an exemplar can be evaluated by the local stability of the texels (TEXture ELment, TEXEL), and global perspective features. Traditional example-based synthesis approaches as in [2] [3] synthesize the texture either one pixel or one patch at a point in time, but having the same goal of creating visually similar images with the given example, by comparing the local neighborhoods to maintain coherence of the grown region with nearby pixels. Hence, they could keep the local continuities of the texels well. However, these techniques couldn't acquire good results for perspective textures.
Due to its ability to read and control global feature information of the input texture examples, perspective texture synthesis is becoming more and more important in many fields. Compared with traditional techniques, our work has some significant contributions. We extend an energy optimization technique, i.e. the 2D texture optimization technique, to perspective texture synthesis. Energy optimization is a pixel-based technique, so it consumes lots of time [4] [5] . Main motivation of this research is to achieve perspective texture synthesis with global features along with low synthesis time.
To fulfill faster synthesis, and at the same time with high quality, we improve the energy optimization algorithm from the following two aspects: 1) We change it by replacing the pixel-by-pixel computation with a small patch one (2*2 neighborhoods in our implementation). 2) We also present a novel technique to accelerate searching the nearest neighborhoods in energy optimization, a bit similar to the search method in [5] . We use k-means clustering technique to build a search tree first, which is in the same way as in [4] . It allows a good acceleration of the search. But on the basis of this, we make use of PCA technique to reduce the dimensions of input vectors. As the dimensionality of input vector is usually reduced sharply, so is the time to process. Through these improvements, the computation efficiency of energy optimization part is highly increased.
Related Work
Texture synthesis unravels issues similar to an edge, joint and distortion brought by texture mapping. Now it has essential use in image processing and computer vision. Many researchers have done plenty of work in texture synthesis. In recent years, examplebased texture synthesis methods [2, [6] [7] [8] [9] have achieved great progress. There are two main kinds of example-based synthesis methods: pixel and patch-based [3, 10] . The pixel-based synthesis method generates a texture pixel by pixel, often realized by comparing the neighborhood from the output texture to the input while; the patch-based method directly duplicates one patch from the source into the output. Example-based algorithms are also called the neighborhood-based algorithms, because they need to compare and search neighborhoods most similar to the perspective region first.
All the neighborhood-based techniques consist of two phases [11] : In phase 1, search a most similar neighborhood in the sample with the context region; in phase 2, merge a pixel or patch of the output texture. The search problem always affects the runtime dominantly, so neighborhood search for the primary stage is very time-consuming, hence it's necessary to speed up the search. In [4] authors chose to build a k-means tree to accelerate this process, and in [5] uses Approximate Nearest Neighborhood (ANN) to resolve the nearest neighborhood search problem, and it is effective. In our approach, we used the PCA technique to scale back the dimensions of input on the basis of k-means tree to progressively speed up the nearest neighborhood search. For the second stage, patch merging is optimized using dynamic graph cuts and programming. Although these techniques have achieved significant progress, and many attempts have been made to alleviate the appearance of broken features near the boundary of two neighboring patches, it is still a vital problem.
Latest technique for texture synthesis and image recognition include use of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) in visual vocabulary based computer vision tasks as in [12] . In [12] , the only constraint is the maintenance of large indexing structures using a single server subject, hence an optimization is proposed in [13] where they modified the duplicate visual search to index and process millions of images over multiple servers. Using vocabulary based system where the system compares the sample with the vocabulary images; the sparse data error can be avoided.
In the later part of this paper, we introduce some theoretical knowledge about the definition of the slant and tilt angle, a texel scale evaluation technique of example textures, energy optimization, histogram matching techniques and the details of the proposed algorithm in Section 3. Section 4 shows the results of some examples in experiments using our approach. We finally conclude the paper and carry out the course of future work in Section 5.
Methodology

Scale Evaluation
For avoiding some situations we can't imagine, we presume all the texture images studied in this paper are locally planar, so that the projective geometry is the only reason to produce texture variations. In our approach, to calculate the relative scale divergence among the texels, we try to estimate visual properties of the texture, and eventually obtain the scale map so that we can perform energy optimization algorithm to achieve texture synthesis.
The scale plot of a texture image has a direct relationship with its surface orientation. We introduce surface orientation using an observer centered spherical coordinate system as in [14] and [15] , it has two parameters of tilt (t) and slant (s), and consider any possible optical projections of a round disk with different directions with respect to the sight line as in [14] (See Figure 2) . The slant of the circle in 3D space is used to find the aspect ratio of the projected eclipse, whereas orientation of the ellipse within the image plane is given by the tilt. Figure 3 (a) shows the definition of tilt and slant angle in 3D space [14, 16] .
The origin of the image plane is set to the bottom-left corner of the input image, as shown in Figure 3 (b). Moreover, through mirroring or flipping operations, largest scale texel is transformed to the origin, whereas smallest one is transformed at the top-right corner. Also, it is presumed that only the slant angle s determines the highest and lowest scale values. So after the user provides the slant and tilt angles, we can begin calculating the scale values by
Where, the peak scale value is given by S max and smallest value is given by S min , and the difference between the two is given by S D . Then, Figure 1 . Some examples of perspective texture, which apparently have visual properties. These three texture images will be texture samples of our approach, as input, to show the synthesis effect. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0110622.g001 , ,
Where, h and w respectively indicates the height and width of the input texture image, Y max and Y min are respectively the maximum and minimum Y-coordinate value of the image plane points on the texture plane. Y D is the difference between the two. Then each point on the image plane has a local scale S(p) given by:
Where, p(x) and p(y) represent the coordinates of point p on the image, p(Y proj ) indicates the texture projected, the image point Ycoordinate values. We can obtain smooth scale maps with this method (for example, in Figure 4 ).
Energy Optimization
2.1 Energy Optimization Method. Energy of a single synthesized neighborhood is given by the distance to a proximate neighborhood in an input, additionally called texture energy [4] . The sum of individual neighborhood energies then gives the total energy of the synthesized texture. Comparing local neighborhoods in two textures gives the synthesized texture energy in reference to an input texture. This is based on Markov Random Field (MRF) and is based on similarity criterion, which is used in various local pixel-based synthesis techniques. A global metric can be formed using all the locally defined similarity measures, which is used to optimize the whole texture. An iterative algorithm similar to Expectation Maximization (EM) is used to optimize the texture energy [17] . But here, in this paper, we sort it into two phases i.e. optimization phase and search phase. Optimization phase is mainly to compute new output, and search phase is to search the nearest neighborhoods from input, energy optimization performs by iteratively proceeding these two phases.
Denoting the output texture by X (for which we evaluate texture energy) and the input sample texture by Z. Then texture energy E T over X is given by
Where, x is the vectorized version of X. For a pre-assigned neighborhood width of w, N p represents the neighborhood centered on any pixel p, and x p denotes the sub-vector which represents the pixels in N p . z p gives the vectorized pixel neighborhood in Z whose appearance is most similar to x p under the Euclidean norm. So the target of optimization is to minimize energy, i.e. minimize (4) . Using a course resolution input texture is synthesized and then up-sampled to a higher resolution using interpolation; this serves as initialization of texture. An initial estimate of the texture is iteratively refined by decreasing texture energy in iterations, to perform the texture synthesis using (4). With texture initialization given as X, nearest input neighborhood z p is determined in accordance to each neighborhood output x p . Then X is the texture that minimizes the energy in (4); here x is treated as real-valued continuous vector variable. After this update step x is changed, hence the set of nearest neighboring input {z p } may change also because x is changed. So the process is iteratively repeated until we reach convergence i.e. {z p } becomes constant.
To obtain a more ideal result, we use an energy signal which is robust by replacing the term DDx p {z p DD 2 in (4) with DDx p {z p DD r , where r,2. When we choose r = 0.8, it has the best effect, and is more robust against outliers. So we change function (4) to be
To minimize the energy we use Iteratively Re-weighted Least Squares (IRLS), so we have 
Energy optimization with respect to function (4) is transferred to minimizing (8).
2.2 Energy Optimization Improvement. Through doing a number of experiments and deeply analyzing energy optimization method. We find that there exists a big problem that it is very time-consuming. According to the weakness of this method, we try to improve it from two aspects.
Firstly, in the search phase, searching a nearest neighborhood affects the efficiency of the optimization. In [4] , a building kmeans clustering tree approach is performed. Hierarchical clustering is used to form a tree structure, to organize the input neighborhoods [8, [18] [19] . Starting with the root node, k-mean clustering is performed with k = 4, for all the neighboring inputs contained in that node. Then k sub-nodes are created corresponding to k clusters and the tree for each sub-node is built recursively. When the neighborhood numbers in a node falls below a predefined threshold (1% of the total), recursion stops. In our design, we are using a threshold less than k (recursion stops when neighboring numbers in a node falls below k). We still choose to use this approach for searching the nearest neighborhood. But due to that the operation is in high-dimensional space, we apply PCA technique to reduce dimensions before the input is processed. This effectively accelerates the search process. In our implementation, to maintain 95% variance, we kept a sufficient number of coefficients in the design. As for textures with 8*8 neighborhoods in RGBS (R, G, B, and Scale channels), the dimensionality is decreased rapidly from 256 to about 20-45. So through this, the synthesis process is obviously accelerated.
Secondly, although this algorithm is based on global optimization, it is based on pixel-by-pixel computation, similar to a pixelbased method, so it is very time-consuming. In [4] , it is processed by choosing points on the sparse with intervals of w/4, where w is the fixed neighborhood width; process on the sparse can be seen in Figure 5 . It improves a little efficiency, but still needs much time. On the basis of this, we replace every pixel process with a small patch, without changing the computation method of every point. In this way, the number of neighborhoods which wholly contain all the points in a patch is much fewer relative to a single pixel, so Perspective Texture Synthesis -Improved Energy Optimization PLOS ONE | www.plosone.orgthe computation is much faster. We deal with all the points in a patch at one time and then move to the next one. In this thought, the only parameter controlled by the user is the size of the block and it concerns the quality and efficiency of method. Through repeated experiments and analysis, we found that 2*2 square pixels block has the best effectiveness. By this time, the result is of the best quality and better than the single-pixel process. So in our implementation, we choose the patch size to be 2*2 square pixels.
For example, as shown in Figure 6 , for textures with 8*8 square pixels neighborhood, every point in a patch has 4*4 = 16 neighborhoods which contain it, so for four points in a patch there are 16*4 = 64 ones. However, when we process it one patch at a time, for four points in a patch there are just 9 neighborhoods needed. So we reduce the number of neighborhoods which entirely contain the patch relative to a single point, and in like manner time can be saved.
After the improvement, time needed for this algorithm is sharply reduced. Simultaneously, there is also an enhancement for the quality of the result, which will be shown and compared in detail in Section 4.
Histogram Matching
Sometimes optimization process leads to a wrong convergence, as energy function measures the only similarity of the local neighborhoods, and it does not account for any global statistics. We try to solve this problem by changing the weights in the equation (8) as:
Where, the number of bins in histogram is denoted by k, jth histogram of the synthesized result and the example is given by H x,j and H z,j , respectively, and the value of bin in a histogram H is given by H(b). For a color c, b j (c) gives the bin containing c in the histograms H x,j and H z,j . Through this step, it is ensured that the sample is matched by certain histograms of the output texture. We used Histogram matching technique to reduce the data sparse problem which is caused when patches are used instead of pixels.
In our approach, we used scale map to optimize the energy and reduce redundancy; while the histogram matching is used to preserve the global features.
Synthesis Procedure
Earlier in this paper, we have introduced the main idea and key techniques of our algorithm. Here we are discussing how to synthesize perspective textures using these techniques.
With regard to perspective texture synthesis, the most critical step is to extract the global perspective features. There is a direct relationship between the scale map of a texture image and its surface orientation. So we make use of texel scale evaluation method to obtain scale maps of the input samples. This is the first step of our process, and also the basis to preserve global properties of the given example.
Then we take the scale map as another channel besides R, G, and B three channels of an image. In order to obtain an image having global features as the input sample, we resample the scale map in accordance with output size. Re-sampling is performed by comparing the scale values of the input sample and output image that is, choosing the points in the output image having the same scale vales as that of the input sample. Hence the output image points are filled and we get the initial output image and thus direct input image of energy optimization algorithm is achieved.
When getting the initial output image value, we consider the optimization process here. We use the improved energy optimization method to optimize the initial output, and then refined result is obtained. To preserve the global properties, histogram matching is applied to enhance the global features of the synthesized texture to match the sample. To sum up, our novel sample and energy optimization-based texture synthesis algorithm fulfills the synthesis process through four procedures as following:
1. Perspective scale map extraction from the texel in example, to obtain scale map, with the same size as the sample; 2. Resample the feature maps (input) in accordance with the output size required; 3. Compare the values of input sample and output image, choose point values for which scale values are the same in input sample, to fill the output image points, so that the initial output image is achieved; 4. Optimize the initial output image using improved energy optimization algorithm, and then histogram matching technique, finally output the result, i.e. the synthesized perspective texture image. The flow-process diagram of our algorithm is shown in Figure 7 .
As we have mentioned before our algorithm is also very effective. We want to distribute the whole process into two parts to analyze the time and efficiency problem. Part 1 is the preprocessing of data, so that initial texture values are produced and input to energy optimization. It is just some simple computation and choice of points. Part 2 is the process of energy optimization. The computation complexity is dominated by part 2, especially search phase. The number of the nearest neighbor calls is linear in nature. Theoretically, the single call time is given by O (w 
Experiment Results & Discussions
The input example has no size limit and output texture (of course, the input sample cannot be too smaller to tell the texel) for our approach. The three texture images shown in Figure 1 are very representative, which are with rich perspective properties and can meet our experiment need. So we choose them as input samples. Using the improved energy optimization-based algorithm presented above, we finally obtain the synthesis results shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 (The seawater image result has been proposed before to discuss the process of this algorithm, so is not shown here again). To better comparison, we provide their results for texture optimization algorithm in [4] , separately shown in Figure 8 (d) and Figure 9(d) . The experiments are done on a computer with 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5 processor, 4 GB RAM, and 32-bit Windows 7 system, using MATLAB software to simulate. The given slant and tilt angles are: s = 30u, t = 18u and s = 60u, t = 20u, respectively.
From the results shown in Figure 8 , and Figure 9 , our technique successfully preserves the trends of the global texel scale variation, and the synthesized images are so perfect with respect to examples. It is proved that this algorithm is very feasible, and has a great advantage over the approach in [4] . Figure 10 shows our results for various sample texture synthesis.
As for the efficiency of our algorithm, we can evaluate that it is very effective from the two parts we have distributed above in Section 3, through the experiments. In our experiments, part 1 usually just needs 2,5 seconds, whereas part 2 consumes much longer time. It's on the level of minute or even ten minutes. So the time we should mainly take into consideration is part 2, i.e. the energy optimization stage. As seen in Table 1 and File S1, the input examples chosen in this article are 105*105, as for this, an average of 6.560.75 minutes are needed for multi-level synthesis textures with the size of 256*256 in part 2, whereas for 128*128, synthesis time is 0.9660.42 minutes. Compared with other methods [4] where 256*256 textures took 8.561.5 mins for multi-level synthesis, while for 128*128 textures it was 261 mins, hence our method consumes less time for the same specifications.
Conclusion
Our approach has achieved great success, and it contributes a bit to the perspective texture synthesis field. The method relies on the scale map to guide, energy optimization and histogram matching to preserve global properties of the sample, so that the process of perspective texture synthesis can be realized. Although we need the user to give the slant and tilt angles during the synthesis process, this perspective texture synthesis technique is still very meaningful and useful in many applications. Not only we achieved high quality results, but we also achieved computational efficiency compared to other methods.
In the future work, we will try our best to study on the synthesis without user assistance, that is, automatic technique. Besides, we should pay more attention to applying texel scale evaluation and getting scale maps from locally non-planar texture images. These are all very difficult and challenging.
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